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A case of forgotten textile: Rare cause of bowel obstruction
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ABSTRACT
Forgetting an abdominal foreign body stays an universal fear of surgeons. Authors describe a case of
textiloma, delivered by the anus through a sigmoidal fistula, five months after a caesarean intervention.
The consultation’s reason was an occlusive syndrome. The textiloma was extracted under laparotomy and
the further surgical was simple. Authors will discuss the physiopathological and diagnostic features
throughout the literature.
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Introduction
The textiloma is a rare iatrogenic lesion caused by
forgetting foreign textile body on the operating site.
Its evolution can be dramatic, sometimes requiring
secondary operative procedure. We report a case of
textiloma delivered by the anus in a patient who had
a caesarean five months ago, admitted for intestinal
occlusive syndrome at the University Hospital
Center of Antananarivo (Madagascar).
We will discussing all the complexity of the
physiopathology and the diagnostic difficulty of the
intra-abdominal textiloma throughout the literature.
Observation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Woman who had a caesarean section 5 months ago,
was admitted to the Emergency Department of the
Antananarivo Hospital Center (Madagascar) for
inability to pass gas or stool with vomiting for 3
days. The patient was afebrile with a distended
abdomen and a foreign body through the anus
(Figure 1). Biology reveals an inflammatory
syndrome without hyperleucocytosis. The
unprepared abdomen radiography was in favor of an
occlusive syndrome of colic type.

A median laparotomy discovered purulent
peritoneal fluid with a real gangue consisting of
epiplo-ileo-sigmoid adhesions. There was also
multiple mesenteric adenopathies, a sigmoidal
fistula, and a sigmoid containing a hard foreign
body. After adhesiolysis, foreign body was
identified as a textiloma which the distal tip was
delivered by the anus.
The textiloma was extracted through the sigmoid
fistula opening (figure 2).
A toilet and peritoneal drainage were performed
before the parietal closure. Macroscopically, the
textiloma was consisting of a surgical field of
30cmx30cm (Figure 3).
The further surgical was simple. The reintegration
surgical of the colostomy by elective approach
was done 3 months later.
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Discussion
Textiloma consists on a foreign body made of
compress (s) or surgical field(s) left at an operative
site. It is a rare iatrogenic lesion of surgery with a
prevalence of 0.02% to 0.1 % of interventions
[1,2]. The textiloma of a gynecological surgery
constitutes 22% of all surgeries combined [1].
Figure!1: Intra-rectal foreign body delivered by
the anus

Figure!2: Extraction of the textiloma through
the sigmoid fistula during a laparotomy

Like any foreign body, the textiloma can cause a
highly exudative peritoneal reaction leading to
generalized peritonitis or sometimes a deep chronic
suppuration or an abscess [3]. The abscess can break
into free peritoneum giving peritonitis, or into a
neighboring viscera, or the skin creating parietal
suppuration or even evisceration, and can heal
spontaneously with extraction of the textiloma [4].
The textiloma can also create an aseptic fibrous
encystment with sometimes long tolerance
associated with calcifications and an inflammatory
granuloma [5].
In our patient, the chronic inflammation around the
textiloma had created rather early, in an apyretic
context, an inflammatory granuloma associated with
agglutination of the bowels. This all carried out a
real gangue complicated with a ileo-sigmoid fistula,
followed by the penetration of the textiloma through
the fistula and its migration in the rectum.
The textiloma can be asymptomatic for many years
explaining fortuitous discoveries during radiological
exploration or surgery for another indication [4,6].
The diagnosis is often delayed by its various and
nonspecific clinical manifestations such as vague
repeated pain, chronic transit disorders, general
deterioration of the state, evisceration, intraabdominal pseudo-tumor, occlusion, acute
peritonitis, parietal suppuration, or digestive fistula
[5,6]. The imagery of the abdomen without
preparation is not very contributive because it is
most often normal. However, it may be conclusive
when radiopaque marker, such as barium sulfate or
wire in the forgotten tissue, is visualized [3,7]. In our
case, radiography of the abdomen revealed only an
acute intestinal obstruction of colic origin. The
textiloma has multiple echographic and computed
tomography aspects. Ultrasonography may show an
echogenic formation image corresponding to
inflammatory granuloma, associated or not with
posterior shadows reflecting calcifications, which
are often non-existent [1,7]. The textiloma may have
a well-defined hypoechogenic cystic appearance
with serpiginous and striped hyperechogenic internal
structures, or a spongy appearance by the presence
of multiple air bubbles encased in extra-digestive or
intra-lesional textile meshes [3].
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Computed tomography may note a wellencapsulated cystic formation with a slightly
irregular wall and heterogeneous abscess-like
content, or reveal fluid collections associated
with hyperdense internal banded structures and
air bubbles [6]. The image of the textiloma can
simulate a well-defined tumor with contrasteenhancing dense wall, a fairly characteristic of
content which is wave or serpiginous or
whirlwind-like attributed to the different levels
of textile disintegration [3,5]. Further, computed
tomography allows precise preoperative
topographic diagnosis and complete exploration
of the abdominal cavity in search for
complications (fistulas, pneumoperitoneum,
abscess) [1]. In case of doubt, the MRI allows a
three-dimensional study of the textiloma
specifying its lesional components, its location
and its tophographic relations [8]. The diagnosis
of the textiloma is confirmed macroscopically
during the surgery and the histopathological
examination with hightlighting of a foreign body
reaction with giant cells [1,7]. The main
differential diagnoses mentioned are intestinal
lymphoma, peritoneal tuberculosis, colonic
adenocarcinoma, hydatid cyst, uracic tumor,
abscess and hematoma [6,9].
The spontaneous expulsion of an intra-rectal
foreign body is exceptional. Manual trans-anal
extraction is feasible in 50 to 60% of cases, but
often difficult because of the volume, shape or
migration of the textile into the sigmoid that
traps him. The risk of complication is about
62.5%, such as mucosal abrasion, ulceration,
rectal bleeding or anal incontinence [10].
Extraction with flexible endoscopy is an
exceptional option, giving way to surgery in case
of trans-anal extraction fail, digestive perforation
or peritonitis [11,12]. A colotomy may be
inevitable in the case of a large foreign body
[7,10]. After re-intervention for textiloma
extraction, digestive fistula, parietal suppuration
and toxicinfectious shock deaths complicating
postoperative peritonitis were reported [3].
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Conclusion
The fear of forgetting a compress or operating field
on the operating site, currently recognized as a fault
of responsibility of the surgeon, is still relevant. The
iatrogenic lesions generated can be serious and
sometimes fatal, often requiring a major
reintervention of consequence. Standard imaging can
guide the diagnosis in front of the patient's surgical
history. Preventive measures such as systematic
radiopaque marking of compresses, systematic
counting of compresses at the beginning and the end
of the procedure, and systematic radiography on the
operating table in case of doubt are essential.
However, the permanent care of the surgeon is the
rule.
Figure!3: Textiloma!made!of!an!operative!field!of!
about!30cm!x!30cm!
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